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This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line called Branches, which is aimed at newly

independent readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations

on every page, these books will boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help

readers grow!Sam, Antonio, and Lucy are passing around a soccer ball at recess when something

strange happens... They soon find themselves in a fog-filled jungle! The grass and trees have come

alive, growing high into the sky. And the friends discover that it's not just the school itself that's alive

-- it's everything on the school grounds! Sam, Antonio, and Lucy must find their way out of a

monstrous hedge maze in time to rescue the rest of the students!
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Praise for Eerie Elementary #1:"The plot and twisted storyline will serve the beginning chapter book

reader well. Word choice, action, and crisp sketches support the story, allowing early readers to

develop ideas and easily follow the plot." -- Library Media Connection"Give this early chapter book

to readers who want something scary but aren't ready for the 'Goosebumps' or 'Scream Street'

series." -- School Library Journal"Dynamic, cartoonish illustrations amp up the action, and fun



onomatopoeia provides atmosphere....Readers who relish the action of Dav Pilkey's Ricky Ricotta

series and the just-beyond-safe scares of R.L. Stine's Rotten School titles may want to enroll at

Eerie Elementary." -- Booklist"Chabert hits just the right horror note for transitional readers, with

thrills that include a dash of absurd humor and fall tactfully short of being truly frightening....Simple

sentence structure, some repetitive (but not tedious) vocabulary and a direct storytelling style make

this a worthy and creepy addition to the Branches series, and the scary story aspect will likely pull in

a few reluctant readers. Ricks' illustrations add an appropriately gloomy but playful touch." -- Bulletin

of the Center for Children's BooksPraise for Eerie Elementary #2:"Plenty of action words and direct

sentences make this suitable for emerging readers....it will be a good fit for readers not quite ready

for Lovecraft Middle School or Goosebumps." -- Booklist

Jack Chabert is the New York Times bestselling author of the Poptropica graphic novel series. He is

also the creator and author of the Eerie Elementary series with Scholastic Branches. Jack Chabert

is a pen name for Max Brallier. Max is the author of more than twenty books for children, including

Galactic Hot Dogs and the New York Times bestselling The Last Kids on Earth middle-grade series.

He lives in New York City with his wife, Alyse. Visit the author at www.MaxBrallier.com Sam Ricks is

the illustrator of the Eerie Elementary early chapter book series. He is also the lead graphic design

faculty at The Art Institute of Salt Lake City. He lives in Utah with his family.

EXCELLENT!!! My 7yr old, advanced but very reluctant reader, son LOVED this book. He snatched

it out of my hands and read it in one sitting as soon as it arrived. When he finished he declared that

the story was "EPIC". I have the first two Eerie Elementary books to thank for getting my son past

his hangup with "too many words" in a book. These were the first books that I didn't have to force

him to read. The stories are exciting, engaging, a little silly, and not predictable. The illustrations are

lively and enhance the story. My only complaint is that there aren't more books in the series!

LOVE! LOVE! LOVE! This is an excellent series of books! Wish there was more books in the series!

My nine-year-old son just loves them I was so excited to get this in the mail today!!! I am sure he will

not disappoint!

My son is 7 and in second grade and he loves this series. They are specifically part of a scholastic

series designed to get young readers engaged and excited about reading. My son gobbles these

up. They have more action so kids do not get bored. I highly recommend these books (there are



only three so far) and other books that are part of the Scholastic Branches series.

My six-year-old son has loved this series since book #2 came out. So much so that a year a go we

emailed the author in hopes that #3 would be on its way soon. He actually emailed us back and said

he would be writing more! Needless to say, it thrilled my son that one of his favorite authors had

actually contacted him back.Well. We've been waiting for over a year for book #3 and just finished it

tonight. We loved it! The author has such a great way with keeping young kids in suspense, that

saving more chapters until the next night was just torture for my son (in a good way)!This series has

been largely responsible for my son's jump to chapter books, and #3 didn't disappoint. Now, more

waiting until #4!

My son is on the spectrum, but very advanced in his reading skills(He's in 1st, reading at almost a

4th grade level), when we can get him to pay attention to it. I had found a Locker ate Lucy at a store

and gave it to him for his birthday, and after he finally picked it up and read it(in 2 or so hours no

less), he was absolutely BEGGING me for the rest of the series. I got him this and one other one, as

well as the first Dragon Masters, and he's begging for the rest already. It warms my heart to see

such a love of reading instilled in my little guy. He's talking about the characters as if they are

schoolmates of his, and I can't wait to afford the rest of the series.

I teach 5th grade and this book is definitely written for lower grade levels, but the series has been a

major hit with many of my more reluctant readers. The books are fun and suspenseful without being

too scary. They are also short which gives reluctant readers success in a shorter time.

My third grade son loves this series of books. He read this in a day- his only complaint- it wasn't

long enough!!! He is NOT a reader by any means so to hear him say that, I wish it was longer too!

Please hurry and write the next one!

My seven year old grandson laughs out loud a parts of this book. He is enjoying this series so

much!
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